



A Conversation with David Whitlaw
Eric Brotchie and Hilary Drummond. Universiteit Leiden Book and Digital Media Studies 
Alumni, 2012–2013.
This article considers the contested nature of reading and readership, and divergent 
meanings ascribed to texts following publication. It asks three important questions. 1: 
How does the physical or digital form of text, and the mode of geospatial transmission, 
influence readership and a given reader’s ascription of meaning. 2: Is there any such 
thing as a misreading of a text? or are all readings of texts valid, regardless of the 
intended meaning of the author? 3: Can powerful misreadings lead to contested 
ownership of texts between authors and readers? 
The article takes as its case study Nova Scotian retiree David Whitlaw’s passionate 
reading/misreading of Eric Brotchie’s poetic verse Verba Nostrum: For our teachers, 
published in a previous edition of TXT magazine (Yapp, 2013). In finding the poem 
in a printed book 5,000 kilometres from Leiden (and 17,500 kilometres from Eric), 
David’s readership could never have been intended, and his ascription of meaning ever 
presumed.
Following an introduction, the article takes the form of an interview conducted with 
Mr David Whitlaw by Ms Hilary Drummond (BDMS Alumna 2013) in Greenwich, Nova 
Scotia in January 2018. Audio files (.mp3) of the full interview and David’s reading of 
‘Verba Nostrum’ are available for online readers.
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‘ A Canadian and an Australian walk into a bar in Amsterdam…’  
If the story ended here, dear reader, if for some reason the author was interrupted before they could 
finish, you couldn’t be faulted for 
anticipating a punch line, assuming that 
it’s just a joke. But what if the speaker’s 
intention is misdirection? What if they 
mimic a conventional style—in this 
case, a ‘so-and-so walks into a bar’ 
gag—in order to deliver an unexpected 
story? How do your assumptions about 
textual archetypes and the forms they take 
affect your understanding and experience 
of a tale?
Playing with conventions of poetic form in order to divert and amuse is precisely what Eric ‘the 
Australian’ Brotchie had in mind when 
he penned ‘Verba Nostrum: For Our 
Teachers’ for the 2013 edition of TXT 
(then published as Yapp). A long-form 
verse following the dramatic exploits of 
famous literary characters and written 
in the style of a classical epic, the poem 
alludes to the downfall of literature 
in an era of digi-textual supremacy, 
and ends with the utter destruction 
of Leiden’s Lipsius Building. While its 
nostalgic agenda appears clear, the 
subtext is replete with veiled private 
references, semi-mythical agents, 
Not surprisingly, Shakespeare’s plays bustle with pedantic schoolmasters… in 
Love’s Labour Lost, [Holofernes] can “smell false Latin” in the clown’s confusion of 
ad unguem and ad dunghill … 
but Shakespeare also assigns great rhetorical skill to characters traditionally 
denied rhetorical education and the social power it confers.1
Misreadings are poetic relationships.2
and innuendo which could only be 
apparent to fellow BDMS alumni of 
that particular academic year. During 
a wine-fuelled editorial meeting in 
Amsterdam, Hilary ‘the Canadian’ 
Drummond wryly suggested that Eric 
title his epic doggerel with dog Latin—
implying scholarly seriousness where 
none existed. 
Nearly five years after Yapp’s modest print run was realized, Hilary received a call from 
her mother, Margaret, who regularly 
volunteers at a local nursing home 
in Nova Scotia. One of the elderly 
residents, David Whitlaw, had read a 
newspaper article on the topic of book 
art, and wished to know more. Book art 
does not mean artisanal work featured 
in books—illuminated manuscripts, 
lavish illustrations, and tooled leather 
jackets, for example—but rather books 
repurposed by artists to become new 
works of art: books that transcend 
their original intention as textual 
‘containers’ to become materials for 
new artistic expression in a different 
context, resulting in fresh reception 
by a new audience. Yapp happened to 
feature a list of contemporary book 
artists as well as an article exploring 
‘bookwork,’3 and David was given a 
copy to help satisfy his curiosity. 
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An electronic text is to a book as an avatar is to a body: expressive and operative, yet 
(currently) limited to two senses: 
sight and sound. Reading online is a 
practical yet partial experience, and 
while the temporary disembodiment 
of digital communication allows us to 
disregard material constraints (such 
as geographical distance), from time 
to time we must make things with our 
words. Objects, much like people, can 
end up in unexpected places—with 
unexpected consequences. David not 
only read the article about book art; 
he read Yapp from cover to cover. 
He read about literary protest in the 
American South, medieval monastic 
poetry, Europe’s last type founder, 
prêt-à-porter libraries, the printing 
press and the dawn of Humanism in 
Holland, and the symbolic capital of 
books. In Yapp’s final pages, he read 
‘Verba Nostrum’ [‘Our Words’], and—
much to our initial surprise—took it 
quite seriously. He read it and reread 
it, he read it aloud, and he allowed his 
interpretation to be recorded: first the 
poem itself, followed by an interview 
with Hilary and Margaret about the 
experience.
In finding ‘Verba Nostrum’ in a book 5000 kilometres from Leiden (and 17,500 kilometres from Eric), 
David satisfied the intention of Yapp’s 
creators: discovery and enjoyment. In 
choosing to express the poem orally, 
with respectful gravity succeeding 
our original irreverent levity, he built 
a bridge to further reinterpretation 
far removed from the ivory tower. 
Authorship and publishing are 
creative acts, but the reader also plays 
an essential role, and can arguably 
claim ‘ownership’ of a text through 
usage. The reader who reanimates 
long-forgotten words, who breathes 
life into a silent text by speaking the 
words aloud, is no less a creator than 
the poets themselves. 
We appreciate that the editors of TXT see the value in this unexpected story, 
and are providing an opportunity 
for our words to come full circle. 
Consider for a moment: Who is 
around you now? Which voices in the 
past, present, and future might you be 
reading into, or reaching out to? An 
exchange of ideas—a murmuring of 
discontent, the nectar of the vines—
and inevitably the pages begin to fill. 
At the end of your studies here in 
Leiden, your words may also make a 
difference to someone, somewhere. 
You never know. 
The following interview was recorded on 24 January 2018 at Shannex Blomidon 
Court in Greenwich, Nova Scotia, Canada. It has been edited for clarity and 
length. 
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Hilary Drummond: So, this story is going 
to be published in TXT Magazine.
David Whitlaw: I’m so surprised. I’m absolutely amazed! 
HD: Did you happen to look up any of 
the previous TXT Magazines? 
DW: No, I didn’t. That’s beyond my technical skills.
HD: I’m sure they are available as PDFs.
DW: I don’t know what a PDF is.
HD: But you know that TXT is a later incarnation of Yapp. 
Could you tell the story of how we got to here? We 
are all looking at this from a different perspective.
DW: Don’t forget, I’m an old guy who lives in a nursing home. I 
don’t remember everything that’s happened over the last few years. 
Sometimes I have to look things up to refresh my memory.
HD: In the case of [the poem ‘Verba Nostrum’ by 
Eric Brotchie], how did it come to you?
DW: I read an article about people making art out of old books. I 
mentioned that to [Margaret], and you said, ‘My daughter was at 
university, did a part of her work studying books, literature…’ And 
you brought in [Yapp] to show me. There was an article in it about 
folding books… I’d never heard of book art in my life. I didn’t know 
there was such a thing. At the end of [Yapp] there is this poem, and I 
sat in my room and read it out loud and enjoyed it because I like to 
read poetry out loud... It’s a huge poem, five pages long, and nobody 
around here would ever take the time to listen to me reading it, so I 
read it out loud to myself, and then [Margaret] said we could record 
it. 
HD: I was so tickled that this poem would enjoy a second life 
on the other side of the world from the original author.
DW: I had to read it more than once to get the references. I didn’t 
understand some of the pronunciations. ‘Leeden, Leiden…’ I didn’t 
quite follow it at the beginning, and had to go back and read it over 
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until I understood the characters. It started with two people and 
ended up with five people in a boat that sank, they were down with 
the devil, death came with a hood. There were modern references… 
and it suddenly dawned on me: that’s what the poem is all about, the 
decline of print literature. And at the end, literature is saved, ‘Here 
in Leiden!’ 
HD: The Book and Digital Media Studies program 
saved literature. Is that what you’re saying?
DW: Exactly! That’s right.
HD: We’ll be sure to tell Leiden University 
that we saved literature. [laughter]
DW: This poem should be on every university course around the 
world where people are doing advanced studies in literature.
HD: Why do you think that?
DW: Because it’s valuable. Because it’s relevant. The person who 
wrote this should be recognized for it… That’s how it came about. 
That’s my story. I’d never heard of Leiden, but I did recognize most 
of the characters in the poem.
HD: Because they’re from classical literature?
DW: That’s right! Classical and children’s literature… Biblical 
literature as well.
Margaret Drummond: The poem recognizes a long history 
of literary tradition that predates the digital age. 
‘Facebook doesn’t know you two,’ or whatever that line is.
DW: I love those references. I also like the rhyming scheme, which is 
irregular, and required reading several times. The first time I read it 
as rhyming couplets, but it didn’t work. I had to pay attention to the 
rhythm and the punctuation. I enjoyed that.
HD: You have some experience in reading out loud.
DW: Not as a performer, though I’ve been around thespians and 
other theatrical people. I did a bit of amateur radio broadcasting 
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many years ago.
HD: So you’re used to having microphones 
pushed in your face. [laughter]
MD: You were also a teacher for thirty-eight years.
DW: That’s true. Teaching is like acting, to some degree. It’s a 
performance at the front of the room! … I 
am very concerned about what I would call 
‘proper English,’ although there’s no such 
thing because I’ve learned—in my old age—
that language is a living thing. It changes, and 
we don’t speak the same as say Chaucer did. 
It’s evolving. That’s why it’s difficult to read 
Chaucer.
HD: Language changes. 
Do you mean spoken 
language, or also the 
language we use when it’s 
mediated through print 
or digital forms? You’ve 
seen this societal shift 
happen. Do you have any 
thoughts about the difference between the two?
DW: Yes. I don’t understand the digital. It took me a long time to 
understand shortened forms like ‘OLL’… no, ’LOL,’ ‘laugh out loud’… 
First I just ignored them because they didn’t mean anything to me. 
Then I thought I should at least find out what they mean.
HD: Would you have been as interested in the poem 
if it was exclusively available online? If I had said 
to [Margaret], ‘Mom, tell David that he can look at 
the PDF of Yapp online,’ would you have done it?
DW: No, I would never have done it.
HD: So the medium of the text did make a 
difference in your experience of it.
DW: It did for me… I don’t read online except for emails, or sometimes 
the news. I never would have read ‘Verba Nostrum’ online.
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HD: I think one of the reasons the editors of TXT 
Magazine are interested in this story is this idea of 
change: change of embodiment, change in meaning 
when you change how something is received or 
delivered. How it is made—whether of bits and 
bytes or paper and ink—does make a difference.
DW: Or whether it was originally chiseled on a piece of stone… What 
about those paintings they’ve discovered in caves? Who did those? 
What kind of message were they sending? 
HD: Some theorize that print can tell a more enriched 
history than digital media because its providence can be 
traced through the hands of several different people.
DW: I would agree with that, no question. I would agree with that 
one hundred percent.
HD: You now own a physical copy of Yapp, is that correct? 
DW: Yes I do, and I show it to millions of people. [laughter]
HD: Who knows what ripple effect might come from that?
DW: I like print, but I’m not opposed to digital change. Who’s to 
be opposed? It’s happening. People burned down printing presses 
because they put scribes out of work. The development of the 
printing press was earthshattering.
HD: There is a parallel story here: the shift between print 
and digital, and the shift from the author’s original 
intent to how a reader receives and uses text for their 
own purposes. We’ve told you the genesis of this poem, 
that it was an inside joke for students in [Leiden’s] 
Book and Digital Media Studies class of 2012–2013. 
DW: I can see that, now that you’ve told me. I didn’t know that at the 
time.
HD: Do you think that the author’s intention 
matters, or makes a difference?
DW: It doesn’t matter to me. When I read it I just see the poem itself. 
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There are other poems that I might just read and pass on, and don’t 
have that same feeling as I had towards [‘Verba Nostrum’]: ‘Boy, I 
should read this out loud.’
HD: As a teacher, you must have taught literature…
DW: I worked with the developmentally handicapped for most of my 
career, so I didn’t really teach literature as such.
HD: …or any types of stories or texts that have been 
taken up in a different context, in a different 
place, and taught or learned or consumed maybe 
in a completely different way than the author 
intended. Do you have any thoughts about that?
DW: I used material quite consciously in a different way than the 
author had intended because that was expedient to my task at hand. 
I used it in a way I thought was appropriate to the situation.
HD: In critical literature studies the intent 
of the author is often a topic of inquiry: 
‘What does the author mean by this?’
DW: That’s why I never studied literature critically, because that 
would have spoiled it for me. I’m trying to think of a case where 
I thought of the intent of the author… Shakespeare’s intent was 
not just to entertain, but to make fun of the aristocracy and other 
contemporary things of his time. 
HD: Shakespeare is a good example because the authorship 
is constantly in question. Scholars debate it endlessly.
DW: Of course! That’s right!
HD: As the author of this poem, Eric has been asking himself 
these questions. He wrote this tongue-in-cheek thing, and 
now it has been taken quite seriously by someone on the 
other side of the world, to whom he has no connection. 
DW: I didn’t erase his authorship entirely from my mind. I thought of 
what fun he must have had writing it. It’s got some good humour in 
it… many people should read it. 
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HD: I love the idea of all those students reading this 
long in the future, when Eric nor I nor any of us 
are around to tell the story of his intention. 
DW: It has as much value as, maybe not Shakespeare, but certainly 
as much as Longfellow.
HD: Maybe that is a foundational theory of art: as an 
artist, when you put something out in the world, 
you also release control over its interpretation.
DW: No question about it, when the painter finishes he puts the 
painting away and somebody buys it and it’s no longer his painting…
MD: …and everybody wonders, what was the 
intent, what’s he trying to say here?
DW: It doesn’t matter. It’s that painting: I will buy it, put it in my 
gallery, and look at it.
HD: You’re saying it has value…
DW: …just as a piece of literature has value outside of what the 
author intended.
HD: I couldn’t agree more. We can also make the argument 
that the medium made a difference in its journey to you.
DW: A great difference. If I hadn’t had that book presented to me 
in print form, I would never have known that poem… but my life is 
enriched having read it!
HD: That’s wonderful to hear, on behalf 
of the editors of Yapp.
MD: Not just the poem, but the whole book.
HD: You’re going to make a lot of people happy.
DW: I’ll have to go back and look at the other articles. Yours is the 
most difficult. I cannot understand it… If the value of the mark is 
determined by the obscurity of the material you could get an A+.
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HD: Thank you. 
DW: It’s been fun. I’ve enjoyed it. Thank you very much, Hilary, for 
being a student there, and for being a colleague of Eric’s, and thank 
you, Eric, for your contribution. Thank you very much. I appreciate 
it.
1 R. DeMaria Jr., H. Chang & S. Zacher (eds), A Companion to British Literature, Volume 2: Early 
Modern Literature, 1450–1660 (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013), p. 167.
2 R. Ingelbien, Misreading England: Poetry and Nationhood since the Second World War 
(Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2002), p. 231.
3 G. Dumitrică, “Reminiscences: A Brief Introduction to ‘Bookwork’,” Yapp 1 (2013): 32–36. The 
featured book artists included Cara Barer, Brian Dettmer, Matej Krén, Wim Botha, Evy Jokhova, 
and Pablo Lehmann, among others. 
To listen to David Whitlaw’s reading of ‘Verba Nostrum’ please visit https://
drive.google.com/open?id=1uJ_9kxmF0Wlsoty0n3SJa7V1A6pkXs3c or write to 
hilarydrummond@gmail.com. An unabridged transcript and recording of the full 
interview are also available upon request. The full text of Eric Brotchie’s poem ‘Verba 
Nostrum’ can be found at https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/handle/1887/30033.
Eric Brotchie is a public sector communications specialist from Melbourne, Australia. 
He is a lover of classical literature, a decent listener, and happy to be slightly famous 
in Nova Scotia.
Hilary Drummond has worked in the book industry for more than two decades. She 
is currently a freelance editor, roving bookseller, backyard hen-keeper, and occasional 
gardener. 
Margaret Drummond was born in Montreal. She enrolled at Acadia University in 
1969 and worked as a public school educator for 25 years. She enjoys walking her dog, 
CBC radio, volunteering, chess, and word games.
David Whitlaw was born in Ontario in 1936. His life experiences include community 
activism, retail merchandising, radio broadcasting, theatre, and a teaching career 
that spanned 40 years.
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